
Year 7 Drama Judgment Descriptor

Unit Autumn 1

‘Darkwood Manor’

Autumn 2

‘Two Weeks with the
Queen’

Spring 1

‘Movement, Mime
and the Mask’

Spring 2

‘Shakespeare:
The Tempest’

Summer 1

‘Fairytales and T.I.E
Project’

Summer 2

‘Devising: using stimulus’

Key skills Creating and
Developing

Performance Evaluation Performance Performance Creating and Developing

Mastery Can work with total
commitment and
sensitivity in a group
and demonstrate
strong leadership
skills. I experiment
creatively with drama
conventions and
techniques, using my
own initiative to
develop work with a
high degree of
originality.

Can lead others
sensitively, keeping a
positive working
atmosphere and
make contributions
which significantly
improve the
effectiveness of the
work. I can create and
explore drama and
consider impact on
the audience.

Can suggest many
ideas to develop work
and roles, helping
others in rehearsal. I
can create drama

Has complete control
over all aspects of stage
performance and can
display originality and
create impact on the
audience. Can
demonstrate a wide
range of acting skills
using voice and
physicality to fully
determine character.
Can interact sensitively
with other performers
and use spatial
awareness which has
been well considered.

Has outstanding control
over all aspects of stage
performance; showing
confidence, originality
and commitment in role.
Provide sensitive
support for others on
stage and my
performance has a
major contribution in
conveying the
performance intentions
to the audience.

Can demonstrate an
outstanding
understanding of
drama genres, styles,
conventions and
techniques.
Feedback is
perceptive, analytical
and detailed. I can
use the drama
terminology with
accuracy and fluency
displaying highly
effective self and
peer evaluation
skills.

Can show an
excellent
understanding of
drama genres, styles,
conventions and
techniques.
Feedback is
perceptive and
detailed. I can use
the drama
terminology with
accuracy and fluency
displaying highly
effective self and
peer evaluation

Has complete control
over all aspects of
stage performance and
can display originality
and create impact on
the audience. Can
demonstrate a wide
range of acting skills
using voice and
physicality to fully
determine character.
Can interact sensitively
with other performers
and use spatial
awareness which has
been well considered.

Has outstanding
control over all aspects
of stage performance;
showing confidence,
originality and
commitment in role.
Provide sensitive
support for others on
stage and my
performance has a
major contribution in
conveying the
performance
intentions to the
audience.

Has complete control
over all aspects of stage
performance and can
display originality and
create impact on the
audience. Can
demonstrate a wide
range of acting skills
using voice and
physicality to fully
determine character.
Can interact sensitively
with other performers
and use spatial
awareness which has
been well considered.

Has outstanding control
over all aspects of stage
performance; showing
confidence, originality
and commitment in role.
Provide sensitive
support for others on
stage and my
performance has a
major contribution in
conveying the
performance intentions
to the audience.

Can work with total
commitment and sensitivity
in a group and demonstrate
strong leadership skills. I
experiment creatively with
drama conventions and
techniques, using my own
initiative to develop work
with a high degree of
originality.

Can lead others sensitively,
keeping a positive working
atmosphere and make
contributions which
significantly improve the
effectiveness of the work. I
can create and explore drama
and consider impact on the
audience.

Can suggest many ideas to
develop work and roles,
helping others in rehearsal. I
can create drama
demonstrating a variety of
styles and devise a range of
characters. I can explore
drama techniques confidently.



demonstrating a
variety of styles and
devise a range of
characters. I can
explore drama
techniques
confidently.

Has excellent vocal and
movement skills and can
convey well-sustained
and convincing
characters in
performance with
confidence and some
originality. I support and
interact with others well
on stage. I can convey
my character’s objective
and motivation clearly
to the audience

skills. Can respond to
questions and
feedback in class
with very perceptive
comments and
original and
challenging ideas.

Can show an
excellent
understanding of
drama genres, styles,
conventions and
techniques.
Feedback is
perceptive and
detailed. I can use
the drama
terminology with
accuracy and fluency
displaying highly
effective self and
peer evaluation
skills.

Has excellent vocal and
movement skills and
can convey
well-sustained and
convincing characters
in performance with
confidence and some
originality. I support
and interact with
others well on stage. I
can convey my
character’s objective
and motivation clearly
to the audience

Has excellent vocal and
movement skills and can
convey well-sustained
and convincing
characters in
performance with
confidence and some
originality. I support and
interact with others well
on stage. I can convey
my character’s objective
and motivation clearly
to the audience

Secure Can stay focussed
throughout rehearsal
and offer ideas to
help develop the
work and roles. I can
create a well-rounded
character with a
viewpoint different
from my own and
shape work into a
good dramatic
structure.

Can stay focussed
throughout rehearsal
and offer ideas to
help develop the
work and roles. I can
create a character
with a viewpoint

Has good control of
voice and movement
and can portray credible
characterisation in
performance. I can stay
in role during
performance and
provide support for
others in the group. I
can convey ideas to an
audience through my
stage work and use
stage space effectively.

Can use vocal and
movement skills
proficiently in
performance and can
interact with my group
during performance. I

Can analyse and
evaluate
performances,
genres and
practitioners
perceptively. I can
discuss in depth
about drama skills,
processes and
techniques and
demonstrate a high
level of accuracy
when offering
feedback &
self-reflection.

Evaluation is
excellent  with very
perceptive and
intelligent comments

Has good control of
voice and movement
and can portray
credible
characterisation in
performance. I can stay
in role during
performance and
provide support for
others in the group. I
can convey ideas to an
audience through my
stage work and use
stage space effectively.

Can use vocal and
movement skills
proficiently in
performance and can
interact with my group

Has good control of
voice and movement
and can portray credible
characterisation in
performance. I can stay
in role during
performance and
provide support for
others in the group. I can
convey ideas to an
audience through my
stage work and use
stage space effectively.

Can use vocal and
movement skills
proficiently in
performance and can
interact with my group
during performance. I

Can stay focussed throughout
rehearsal and offer ideas to
help develop the work and
roles. I can create a
well-rounded character with
a viewpoint different from my
own and shape work into a
good dramatic structure.

Can stay focussed throughout
rehearsal and offer ideas to
help develop the work and
roles. I can create a character
with a viewpoint different
from my own and shape work
into a satisfactory dramatic
structure.

Can stay focussed throughout
rehearsal and offer ideas to



different from my
own and shape work
into a satisfactory
dramatic structure.

Can listen and
cooperate with
others and sometimes
suggest ideas during
the process. I can
develop a character
who is different from
myself and stay
focussed most of the
time in rehearsal.

can use space and levels
to demonstrate
meaning to the audience
and portray a variety of
different characters
with flair and
imagination.

Has complete control
over the vocal and
physical skills needed to
perform entirely
convincing and
impressive characters. I
am aware of the aim and
intention of the work
and impact on the
audience.

and reflection across
all areas of the
process and
performance. Can
respond to questions
and deliver feedback
in class with very
perceptive
comments with
original and
challenging ideas.

during performance. I
can use space and
levels to demonstrate
meaning to the
audience and portray a
variety of different
characters with flair
and imagination

Has complete control
over the vocal and
physical skills needed
to perform entirely
convincing and
impressive characters. I
am aware of the aim
and intention of the
work and impact on the
audience.

can use space and levels
to demonstrate meaning
to the audience and
portray a variety of
different characters
with flair and
imagination

Has complete control
over the vocal and
physical skills needed to
perform entirely
convincing and
impressive characters. I
am aware of the aim and
intention of the work
and impact on the
audience.

help develop the work and
roles. I can create a character
with a viewpoint different
from my own and shape work
into a satisfactory dramatic
structure.

Can listen and cooperate with
others and sometimes
suggest ideas during the
process. I can develop a
character who is different
from myself and stay
focussed most of the time in
rehearsal.

Developing Can listen and
cop-operate with
others and sometimes
suggest ideas during
the process. I can
develop a character
who is mostly
different from myself
and stay focussed for
some of the time in
rehearsal.

Can work as part of a
group and can
cooperate with
others. I can create a
simple character
during the process. I
can stay focussed
some of the time.

Can listen to the ideas
of others during the

Has completely
committed to the roles
they play and the
performances they
take part in. Any lines
chosen for delivery are
delivered faultlessly,
with creative and
confident
characterisation.

Can construct and
perform a wide variety
of characters with depth
and sensitivity. Can stay
in role all the time,
showing an impressive
commitment to the
performances they do
and form well-rounded
characters in
performance.

Can identify
strengths and
weaknesses in both
my work and the
work of others and is
able to feedback
using the drama
terminology with
some accuracy. I am
able to reflect
thoughtfully about
the skills and
processes of drama
and I can respond to
questions and
feedback in class
very well, showing a
deep understanding
of Drama. Can
respond to questions
and feedback in class
intelligently and

Has completely
committed to the
roles they play and
the performances
they take part in. Any
lines chosen for
delivery are delivered
faultlessly, with
creative and
confident
characterisation.

Can construct and
perform a wide variety
of characters with
depth and sensitivity.
Can stay in role all the
time, showing an
impressive
commitment to the
performances they do
and form well-rounded

Has completely
committed to the roles
they play and the
performances they
take part in. Any lines
chosen for delivery are
delivered faultlessly,
with creative and
confident
characterisation.

Can construct and
perform a wide variety
of characters with depth
and sensitivity. Can stay
in role all the time,
showing an impressive
commitment to the
performances they do
and form well-rounded
characters in
performance.

Can listen and cop-operate
with others and sometimes
suggest ideas during the
process.

Can develop a character who
is mostly different from
myself and stay focussed for
some of the time in rehearsal.

Can work as part of a group
and can cooperate with
others. I can create a simple
character during the process.
I can stay focussed some of
the time.

Can listen to the ideas of
others during the process and
sometimes contribute to the
process.



process and
sometimes contribute
to the process.

Can perform a variety of
convincing characters
with confidence and
originality.Can
consistently stay in role
for the whole of a
performance. Any lines
set to learn are
delivered with very few
mistakes, if any.

without
encouragement.

Can identify
strengths and
weaknesses in both
my work and the
work of others and is
able to feedback
using the drama
terminology with
some accuracy and
note areas for
improvement in my
own work and the
work of others.

Can respond to
questions and
feedback in class
with comments that
are thought through
and positive. I am
able to reflect on the
process and the
drama and I can
verbalise areas of
improvement to
consider in my own
work and the work of
others.

characters in
performance.

Can perform a variety
of convincing
characters with
confidence and
originality.Can
consistently stay in role
for the whole of a
performance. Any lines
set to learn are
delivered with very few
mistakes, if any.

Can perform a variety of
convincing characters
with confidence and
originality.Can
consistently stay in role
for the whole of a
performance. Any lines
set to learn are
delivered with very few
mistakes, if any.

Emerging Demonstrates some
attempt to contribute
to the process.

Demonstrates some
level of focus during
rehearsal.

Demonstrates
potential in creating a
character who is

Can speak clearly and
use movement and
gesture to show a
character. I can stay in
role during performance
and provide reasonable
support to others in my
group. I am aware of
what I want to
communicate to my
audience.

With some
encouragement, I can
respond to questions
and feedback in class
with comments that
show some reflective
thought.

Can respond to
questions and
feedback in class
with satisfactory

Can speak clearly and
use movement and
gesture to show a
character. Can stay in
role during
performance and
provide reasonable
support to others in my
group. I am aware of
what I want to
communicate to my
audience.

Can speak clearly and
use movement and
gesture to show a
character. Can stay in
role during performance
and provide reasonable
support to others in my
group. I am aware of
what I want to
communicate to my
audience.

Demonstrates some attempt
to contribute to the process.
Demonstrates some level of
focus during rehearsal.

Demonstrates potential in
creating a character who is
different to themselves.

Demonstrates a limited
ability to offer contributions
to help the work develop.



different to
themselves.

Demonstrates a
limited ability to offer
contributions to help
the work develop.

Demonstrates a
limited ability to
cooperate with
others.

Demonstrates a
limited ability to stay
focussed in rehearsal.

Can remember most of
my part and stay in the
role for most of the
performance. I can
speak in role and show
some support to others
on stage.I am mostly
aware of what I want to
communicate to the
audience.

Can remember some of
my lines and cooperate
with others on stage. I
can show a satisfactory
role through speech,
gesture and movement.
Can perform characters
that are different from
themselves with
growing confidence and
originality.

Can perform a character
that shows some
thought and difference
from themselves

Can choose some
appropriate movement
and voice for a basic
character.

descriptive
responses. Can remember most of

my part and stay in role
for most of the
performance. I can
speak in role and show
some support to others
on stage.I am mostly
aware of what I want to
communicate to the
audience.

Can remember some of
my lines and cooperate
with others on stage. I
can show a satisfactory
role through speech,
gesture and movement.
Can perform
characters that are
different from
themselves with
growing confidence
and originality.

Can perform a
character that shows
some thought and
difference from
themselves

Can choose some
appropriate movement
and voice for a basic
character.

Can remember most of
my part and stay in role
for most of the
performance. I can
speak in role and show
some support to others
on stage. I am mostly
aware of what I want to
communicate to the
audience.

Can remember some of
my lines and cooperate
with others on stage. I
can show a satisfactory
role through speech,
gesture and movement.
Can perform characters
that are different from
themselves with
growing confidence and
originality.

Can perform a character
that shows some
thought and difference
from themselves

Can choose some
appropriate movement
and voice for a basic
character.

Demonstrates a limited
ability to cooperate with
others.

Demonstrates a limited
ability to stay focussed in
rehearsal.


